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THE QUR'ÁN AND ITS WORLD:
I. THE PROBLEM OF RECONSTRUCTING ANCIENT

ARABIAN COSMOGONIC AND ANTHROPOGENETIC LORE

For an adequate interpretation of the concept of the world
as reflected in the Qur'àn it is necessary first of all to un-
derstand in what way the Qur'ánic ideas are linked to the
corresponding system of notions, traditions, and symbols of
the pre-Islamic culture of Arabia. This link but occasionally
appears as a direct inclusion of corresponding notions into
the system of early Islamic culture. Usually we come across
statements negating the foundations of the pagan Arabian
culture and at the same time explaining the ideas introduced
by the Qur'àn as a restoration of the forgotten creed of the
ancestors []. These notions, however, usually contained
only a new interpretation of the principal cultural elements
of the past. Sometimes this link hEs a more complicated
structure, especially when it comes to the system
of cosmogonic and ethnogenetic myths included into
the Qur'án.

The Qur'ánic ideas connected with the origin of man-
kind have been described, to some extent, in several
works [2]. P. A. Gryaznevich, who studied the system of
corresponding notions reflected in jAhihyya poetry, in
Arabic tribal ethnonyms and in the Qur'ánic text, came to
the conclusion that there had never been any common
Arabic myth, or any Arabic m)'th at all dealing with the
origin of mankind or of the world as a whole [3]. The
available sources allow us to state that in pre-Islamic Ara-
bia there was no notion like the Primal Man or "the primary
ancestor" current among the pagan Arabians. The history of
every clan or tribe was being derived from a certain, usu-
ally deifred, ancestor. This determined the discreteness of
ethnic consciousness, which was the characteristic feature
of the pagan Arabian ideology.

Certainly, Arabian Christians and Jews were familiar
with the Old Testament ideas on the origin of the human
race and the primary ancestor Adam. We can take for ex-
ample the qa;ída ascribed to the poet-Christian 'Adi

b. Zayd, which presents a narrative very close to the pas-
sages from the Genesis telling about the creation of the
world and the mankind [4]. 

'Adi b. Zayd's text as a whole
leaves us no doubt about its pre-Islamic origin. One of its
passages is especially noteworthy. Verses 11-12 of the
qa;ída correspond to Gen. III.1: "Now the serpent was
more subtil ('rum) than anv beast of the field which the

Lord God had made". There is, however, a strange devia-
tion from the Old Testament text in 'Adr b. Zayd's poem:

And the serpent was spotted (raqshá' - "black-and-white")

wnen lt was created,
Like you see the image of a camel or a she-camel...

It is worth noting that the verse that follow this passage
are again close to the verse of the Bible.

The Hebrew 'rum ("more subtil") is replaced in the
Arabic text by raqsha' ("spotted"), one of the traditional
appellatives for a serpent in the pre-Islamic poetry. If we
take into account that Arabic e'ram' correspondingto 'rum

in the text of the Bible meant "spotted (black-and-white)",
when applied to a serpent in jahiltyya poetry [5], it explains
the use ofthe term raqsha'- the synonym of a'ram" 16].
In this way the "subtil" serpent became "spotted". This
transition evidently leads the poet to associate the serpent
before its punishment by God with a camel, to whom the
appellative raqsha' could also be applied [7]. All this
brings us to the conclusion that, first ofall, the text ascribed
to 'Adi b. Zayd is authentic, and that it goes back directly
to the Hebrew text.

Similar "mistakes" might probably explain some other
strange features present in the Qur'ánic lore deriving from
the Old Testament tradition.

So we read in 'Adi b. Zayd's poem:

(7) He accomplished his creation in six days
And in the last of them created the man.

(8) And He called to him [rising] his voice: "Adam!",

and he answered him,
Because into the body created [by Allah] the breath

oflife had been placed.
(9) Then He gave him Paradise, for him to live there,

And made wife for him, creating her from his rib.

To this very tradition Muhammad appealed in his ser-
mons. The Old Testament image of "Adam the forefather",
which had developed many centuries before due to the
victory of monotheism in a different cultural and ethnic
environment, featured for a while in the centre of
Mul.rammad's disputes with his opponents. Muhammad
again and again speaks about Adam: Allah had made
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a covenant with Adam (20: l l5l1l4), but being urged by
Iblis "Adam disobeyed his Lord and so he erred"
(20: l2ll119) and was expelled from Paradise (20: l23l
121-1231122). In His mercy, however, "Thereafter his
Lord chose him, and... He guided him" (20 : l22ll20). The
Prophet is speaking about the danger of temptation coming
from lblis, who said to Allah: "if Thou deferrest me to the
Day of Resurrection I shall assuredly master his (Adam's)
seed (dhurrryya), save a few" (17 : 6216$.

Mullammad's seÍrnons testify to a remarkable change.
Numerous primary ancestors are replaced by one common
forefather - Adam. The very application to this image
demonstrates that before Muhammad's preaching most of
the Meccans had no idea of a common ancestor, i. e. the
social notion of "mankind" was also unknown to them. In
Mullammad's serïnons preached not long before the Hijra
his audience is more and more frequently addressed as ya
baní  adam -  "Q 5ens of  Adam!" .  (7 :26125;27126,31129,
3 5 1 3 3 : 3 6 : 6 0 ) .

What were the views Muhammad was arguing against?
The extant sources definitely prove that in the pagan envi-
ronment of pre-Islamic Arabia there were still remnants of
the ancient mythological ideas about the origin of the Pri-
mal Man from "the root, the sprout of raw clay" ('irq al-
thara), from the "mother-earth" (cf. Qur'án 22:5), from
the damp layer of earth (al-thara) feeding the roots of
plants; from dust (turab, see Qur'án 3 :52). The motif of
the "Primal Man-clay", which appears in the Qur'án (6:2),
is not present in pre-lslamic poetry.

Most important in connection with the further de-
velopment of the subject is the notion of a stone being
turned into a human being, of the birth of a man from a
stone-rock. A number of Arabian tribal ethnonyms con-
nected with the worship of stones symbolizing primal an-
cestors, as well as of rocks embodying pagan deities, reflect
the existence ofsuch ideas [8].

It should be mentioned also that the word npsh (nfs, cf .
Arab. nafs - '(5ssl", from tanaffasa "to breathe") was used
in Nabatean and South Arabian epigraphics, in graffitti
from Central Arabia, to indicate gravestones, which were
expected to "represent the soul, i. e. the personality of the
dead" [9]. There is a series of pre-lslamic legends concern-
ing the "reverse process" of a man being transformed into a
stone. Comparative mythology testifies that this kind of in-
version goes back to a stable idea ofthe "direct process" of
a man originating from a stone.

Most popular is the legend of Isáf and Ná'i la [10]. The
story tells that a man called Isáf and a woman Ná'ila, both
of Yemenese origin, made a pilgrimage to Mecca. When
they were alone in the sanctuary they became inflamed with
passion, sinned, and were immediately turned into stone.
They were carried out of the Ka'ba and installed by the
sanctuary. Their location is differently indicated in the
sources. Most often one of the stones is placed by the
Ka'ba, the other by the Zamzam well. The shape of
the stones vaguely resembled human f,rgures. Sacrif,rcial
blood was poured upon them. T. Fahd I l] takes this story
for a later moralizing legend directed against temptations
offered to pilgrims by those, who, having no ritually pure
dress, performed sacred rites completely or almost na-
ked [2]. Basing upon the information provided by al-
AzraqT that these stones had formerly been standing on the
hills of al-Safia and al-Marwa embodying the cult of Ba'l
and Ba'la, the scholar came to the conclusion that the

bringing together of these idols by the Zamzam well could
mark the foundation of the Meccan sanctuary. The sacri-
fices formerly made on the hills were offered now by the
well, and the two stones could symbolize here the two hills.

Among the people of the Tayyi' tribe there was a leg-
end about Ajá' and Salmá, at some points similar to that of
Isáf and Ná'ila. A man named Ajá' b. al-Hayy fell in love
with Salmá who was a manied woman from his own tribe.
She had a nurse 'Awjá', in whose house they used to meet.
Once the husband of Salmá and her brothers took the lovers
by surprise. Ajá' and Salmá tried to escape, but were
caught. Salmá rvas put to death on a mountain which re-
ceived her name, 'Awjá' was kil led on another mountain
and Ajá' - on the third one. These mountains, including
the third one. black rock. uhich resembled a human figure,
got the names of the murdered [3].

There is another legend of the same kind. According to
it, along the road used b1' pilgrims on the way from Mecca
to the mount 'Arafàt there rvere stones called al-Niswa
("Women"). One woman rvho rvas unfaithful to her hus-
band became pregnant. When she rvas there. on the road,
she happened to bear a child in the presence of trvo other
women. The three women immediatell '  turned into
stones [14].

The next legend is connected rvith South Arabia. Ibn
al-Mujáwir [5] tells that there. at the site called Naqil,
were fwo stones - two women turned into stone. their re-
productive organs could be seen reguiarly'shedding blood.
Also, the Hadramawt idol al-Jalsad was a great u'hite rock
with a black top resembling a human face. Al-Jalsad was
worshipped in all Arabia, even among the Mahrians.
T. Fahd explains the etymology of the idol's name as deri-
vation from jalmad ("rock" - t '5116no man") [6]. Al-
though this name easily fits the common metaphoric
scheme (cf., for instance, Russian Kpe.veHb "fl intstone" -
"strong man"), one should take into consideration that for
the pr imi t ive or  magic consciousness a name rvas not  just  a
conventional sign but the integral part of the object to
which it was attached.

The common elements of all these legends, which are
widespread over the whole of Arabia (in Hijá2, Najd, in the
south of the Arabian Peninsula), are: (i) a criminal coitus;
(ii) turning into stone as a punishment for adultery (in the
case of Isáf and Ná'ila - for the desecration of a shrine):
(iii) the worship of the stones which came into being in this
miraculous way.

Comparative mythology demonstrates that many an-
thropogenetic and cosmogonic legends include the story of
the "original sin" which fertilized people and all other liv-
ing beings [7]. It is not a mere chance that the element of
"criminal coifus" appears in the legends cited above. Before
Islam often the process of childbirth itself at its different
stages was becoming the object of sanctification. There was
the cult ofreproductive organs.

On the other hand, the worship of rocks and stones as
the dwelling of deities (suffice it to remember the Black
Stone of Ka'ba) was certainly related to the worship of
stones as primal ancestors, which is confirmed by numer-
ous ethnonyms of the banu jandal - '(the sons of rock"
type. Comparative my.thology testifies to the connection of
these views with the myths of creation telling about the
origin of man from stone. These myths were widespread in
particular among the nomad Semites dwelling in rocky
steppes and on plateaux [18]. All this brings us to the
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conclusion that the legends cited above possibly go back to
the original layer of anthropogenic and ethnogenic mythol-
ogy of the inhabitants of Arabia, reflecting the stage of its
development far gone from the archaic notions connected
with the understanding of anthropogenesis as of "spon-

taneous transformation of stone into man without any par-
ticipation of the God's wil l or action" [9].

The idea of man originating from stone ts never ex-
plicitly stated in the Qur'án, though there are certain hints
present in several passages: "Then your hearts became
hardened thereafter and are like stones, or even yet harder;
for there are stones from which rivers come gushing, and
others split, so that water issues from them, and others
crash down in the fear of God" (2:7a169) [20]; 

"then fear
the Fire, whose fuel is men and stones, prepared for unbe-
l ievers"  (2:24122,  see a lso l7  :  50/53) .

In our opinion, the system of these mythological no-
tions was absorbed both by the Qur'án and by the ideology
of the early Islam, though in a modified form. It is known
that Islam inherited the ritual of hajj, providing it with a
new foundation connected with the Bible history. It is
known that ritual is more conservative than mythoiogy,
though often with the change of ideology the same ritual
could be provided with a new mythological founda-
tion [21]. This happened to the system of mythological no-
tions connect ed wtth hajj.

What is especially interesting is that the pagan ritual
connected with the worship of Isáf and Ná'ila is taking its
roots, as we were trying to demonstrate, in the ethnogenetic
mythology of Arabia. The analysis of some of the features
of the cult of Isáf and Ná'ila, of the appellatives applied to
their names, proves that its mythological foundation
changed several times. T. Fahd [22] demonstrates that at
some stage the worship of Isáf, the god of wind and rain,
whose appellative was Nahik Mujáwid al-Rih ("power
which brings abundant rain with wind") and of Ná'ila, the
deity of fertility, was related to the agrarian cult. Later Isáf
(etymologically "collector", "keeper") and Ná'ila
("receiver of gifts"), after their images had been installed
by the temple treasury-well Zamzam, became its guardians.
Finally, according to the Muslim tradition, the meeting of
Adam and Hawwá (Eve) after their expulsion from Para-
dise took place by the mount of 'Araflat. There they dwelled
for a while and there their first child was bom to them.
Muzdalifa is also connected with the names of the forefa-
thers [23]. The appearance of the Zamzam well and one of
the rituals of hajj - running (sa'y) between the hills of al-
Safa and al-Marwa - are connected with the names of
Hajar and of the forefather of northern Arabs, lsmá'il, the
ancestor of their eponym 'Adnán. It was the realization of
the idea that the ritual of hajj was connected with a repeti-
tion of what had been there at the dawn of human history,
that this very place was in some way connected with the
story of the Primal Man and the forefather of the inhabi-
tants of Arabia (let us remember the al-Niswa women
turned into stone by the 'Arafat mount and the connection
of the al-Safr and al-Marwa hills with the cult of Isáf and
Ná'i la).

It is also important to recall A. Hocart's remark that
myth is a part of ritual and ritual - part of myth. Myth is
describing the ritual, and the ritual is staging the myth [24].
The Qur'án, when it insists on the necessity of performing
hajj as a ritual obligation of a Moslem, thus establishes
a link between the new ideology and the system of mytho-

logical notions which developed around the worship of the
Mecca shrine in Íhe jahiltyya time: "Safa and Marwa are
among the waymarks (al.masha'rr) of God; so whosoever
makes the Pilgrimage ('umra) to the House, or the Visita-
tion (hajj), it is no fault in him to circumambulate them;
and whoso volunteers good, God is All-grateful, All-
knowing" (2 : 158/153); "but when you press on from Ara-
fat, then remember God at the Holy Waymark (al-mash'ar
al-haram), and remember Him as He has guided you,
though formerly you were gone astray" (2 : 1981194).

It is unknown when the name of Adam became associ-
ated in the people's minds with these places and with the
stages of the hajj ritual [25]. As the Old Testament ideas on
the origin of man were widespread among monotheistic
Arabians, it is quite probable that the Hanifs [26], whose
devotion to the performance of the hajj ritual is marked by
the Muslim tradition, could link some of its steps with the
name of Adam even before Muhammad's preaching.

It is noteworthy that such an association indicates the
contemporaries of the Prophet to have been familiar only
with the echo of the ancient Arabian myths of creation. By
the time of the rise of Islam the erosion of the system of
ancient Arabian cosmogonic ideas had been almost ac-
complished. The Qur'án only reflected the final stage of
this long process.

The way the terms adam and banfi adam are employed
in the Qur'án, as well as a number of other Qur'ánic
terms [27], confirm that Qur'ánic ideas on the origin of
man, which were gradually developing through the whole
period of Mullammad's prophetic activities, reflect a com-
plicated process of interaction of different ideological
trends, a singular combination of both the Old Testament
lore and ideas produced by inter-Christian disputes
of that time overlaying the original Arabian ideological
stratum. The development of the system of principal

Qur'ánic notions which implied God - "Creator", peo-
ple - "sons of Adam", the sanctuary of Mecca - "the

House of Allah". etc.. also turned to be connected with the
image of Adam.

All this took place against a very complicated social
and ideological background of Arabia in the sixth and early
seventh century (gradual consolidation of Arabian tribes
into one nation, transition from the tribal stage of organisa-
tion to territorial, from paganism to Islam, development of
the State, etc.). As early as the end of the seventh-
beginning of the eighth century in the works of genealo-
gists and commentators of the Qur'án there appears a joint
genealogy of the tribes of Arabia going back to "forefather

Adam" [28]. In this way the Arabs 'Joined the family" of
the other peoples of the Bible, their history became part of
the world history, and the Arabs themselves became mem-
bers of the humankind (banu adam). ln this respect they
were becoming no less "civilised" than the peoples con-
quered by them.

Penetrating beyond the limits of Arabia, Islam entered
the field which for many centuries had been cultivated by
different monotheistic systems. There, first of all in Syria
and lraq, under the circumstances of intensive inter-ethnic
and inter-confessional contacts, took place the final forma-
tion and record of the dogmatic and legal system of Islam
and of its "sacred history". The strong ideological pressure
of this all-embracing system of values, which absorbed the
cream of the principal cultural elements of the iahiltyya pe-
riod, its aim being to justify the new role of the Arabs in the
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"civilised world", had terminated the long process of disin-
tegration and erasure from the collective memory of the old
"barbaric" traditions. First of all, it affected the principal
cosmogonic and anthropogenetic myths, the core of all an-

cient and medieval ideological systems. Due to their sig-
nificance. however, the ideas of this kind could not vanish
without a trace. Their presence is evident in the ritual of
hajj recorded by the Qur'án.
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granits Vizantii i Irana v IV-W w. (Arabs on the Byzantine and lranian Frontiers in the Fourth-Sixth Centuries) (Moscow-

Leningrad, 1964), p. al).
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